Educ 555: Special Topics in Education

Teacher Education

A special topics course designed to meet the in-service needs of school districts of Mississippi. Graduate students may use 6 semester hours toward a degree.

1 - 6 Credits

Prerequisites

• Prerequisite: Junior standing (60 hr).

Instruction Type(s)

• Indiv Based: Individual Based Study for Educ 555
• Indiv Based: Study Abroad/ w Campus Meeting
• Indiv Based: Compressed Video for Educ 555
• Indiv Based: Correspondence for Educ 555
• Indiv Based: Web Based Indiv Based Study for Educ 555
• Indiv Based: Teacher Workshop for Educ 555
• Indiv Based: WEB Washington Internship for Educ 555
• Indiv Based: Writing Project for Educ 555
• Indiv Based: Pathways to School Leadership Educ 555
• Indiv Based: Study Abroad for Educ 555
• Indiv Based: In-Country for Educ 555

Subject Areas

• Education, Other
• Curriculum and Instruction